
To Whom It May Concern: 

I have worked with Sarah Bross in both freelance and full-time capacities, at multiple creative 
and experiential agencies over the past three years and highly recommend her for employment 
without hesitation.  

While at both 6up Productions and MKG, it was truly a pleasure to watch Sarah’s rapid growth 
within the industry.  I was constantly impressed by her work ethic, positive attitude, attention to 
detail, and ability to view the project from start to finish. 

Over the past three years, Sarah has advanced from being an intern, to a freelance production 
assistant which quickly shifted into a freelance associate producer, and finally a full-time senior 
associate producer role – (and I should mention this was on top of volunteer production work she 
was spearheading for local companies in her hometown).  She did this by utilizing her excellent 
communication skills, knowledge of the industry and creativity - internally with teams and 
externally with clients and vendors, and quickly became an invaluable asset to each project team 
she joined.  

One of the many activations that Sarah spearheaded that showcases her robust skill set that is top 
of mind, would be her role as the lead associate producer for Miller Lite’s activation at 
Pilgrimage Music Festival.  Throughout the project, my oversight role increasingly diminished 
due to the incredible rapport she developed with the clients, her impressive contract negotiations, 
detailed budget management skills, innovative solves for creative and production requests, and 
impeccable document drafting of timelines, creative decks, production schedules and necessary 
information to ensure a smooth and successful event.  With Sarah as a part of a project team, you 
can rest assured that she will strategically think through each element from start to finish and 
ensure that every i is dotted and t crossed by the given deadline. 

I am absolutely confident that Sarah will thrive within her next role while continuing to grow and 
add value to any company that she is contributing to. 

With a recommendation letter only providing a snapshot of Sarah’s talents and achievements, I 
would be happy to further elaborate on my time working with her – please do not hesitate to 
contact me if you need additional information or specific examples.  

Sincerely, 

Kara Forrestal Saarinen 
 
kara.forrestal@gmail.com 
262.745.5669 



Catherine Levett 
242 W 20th Street, New York, NY 10011  .  319-721-6048  .  catherine.levett@gmail.com 

 
 
April 10, 2020 
 
To whom it may concern:  
 
This letter is in reference to Sarah Bross, an associate producer, with whom I worked with at 
MKG for the past year. I had the pleasure of working with Sarah on three events, all of which 
were greatly successful. As a producer, I oversaw her work on these events. 
 
She is incredibly eager, hardworking, organized, and proactive. She also has a wonderful 
attitude and is well liked by all. Sarah is one of the best associate producers I have encountered 
in my 9 years of working in the industry.   
 
I recommend Sarah for employment without reservation. Please let me know if you need 
further information.  
 
Catherine Levett 
Producer  
MKG  





 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern,  
 
 
I would like to provide you with my firsthand experience of working with Sarah Bross.   
Sarah worked with me at multiple marketing and fashion events for ALIVE Media Group. She is proactive 
and excited to learn. I have never needed to reach out to Sarah about her interest in interning, since she 
would email me before we even reached out for volunteers. Sarah is a loyal ALIVE reader and fan and 
reaches out when events are posted on ALIVE social media.  
 
Sarah rolls up her sleeves to do the heavy lifting and gracefully switches gears to take care of VIPs. She 
has mastered both Front of House and Back of House with a positive attitude. She never leaves before 
the job is complete and done well.  
 
Sarah will go far in her career. I know this from working with her at the ALIVE Cash + Carry weekend 
shopping event; helping local boutiques sell seasonal merchandise to crowds of customers. I know this 
from working with her at the Celebrate Style fashion show; raising money for Siteman Cancer Center. 
And lastly I know this from working with her at the St. Louis Fashion Week, Fashion Entrepreneur 
Competition; supporting local entrepreneurs to fund their business plans.      
  
Sarah is a hard worker and passionate about the fashion industry. I would recommend Sarah for a job 
and would invite her to keep interning for ALIVE Media Group. We truly appreciate all that she does. 
Sarah is wonderful to work with and I’m looking forward to seeing her career soar.   
 
Best,  
Micaela Hasenmueller  
Account Executive  |  ALIVE Media Group 
2200 Gravois Ave, STE 201, St. Louis, MO 63104 
314-225-8277  
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To whom it may concern:  
 
I am pleased to highly recommend Sarah Bross. Sarah interned for Stars Design Group for 6 
months, primarily supporting the merchandising and apparel production for Harley- Davidson 
apparel, our largest client.  She was a major asset to our team and I am confident she would 
add significant value to any organizations she joins in the future.  
 
From the moment Sarah joined our team, she was always excited to take on projects, no matter 
how daunting.  She is a quick and efficient worker who catches on very quickly. During Sarah’s 
time at Stars, she was responsible for our Work in Progress (WIP) report. Using this Excel 
spreadsheet, Sarah would track the development process for multiple seasons at a time. Never 
one to sit idly, Sarah often asked, “What else can I do? What’s next?” By the end of her 
internship, she was able to make suggestions of projects she could take on to assist the team.  
 
It is apparent Sarah is passionate about her field.  While interning for Stars, she was enrolled in 
more than fulltime hours at Stevens Institute of Business and Arts, while also working as a 
manager at Express. In addition, it was not uncommon for Sarah to mention volunteering for 
local fashion shows and events.  
 
Assuming Sarah’s time at Stars is an indication of future success in the field, Sarah is on track 
to make great contributions to the apparel industry. I strongly endorse Sarah for future 
opportunities.  
 
 
Best regards, 
 
 
 
Alexandria Seay 
Senior Merchandiser 
Stars Design Group, Inc.  



	


